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Advenica launches new unique products in the 
Data diode family 
 
New products from Advenica give more organisations the 
opportunity to ensure a unidirectional information exchange and this 
way be able to protect their most valuable information. The new 
products have the same performance as current solutions but have a 
more compact size. One of the products is now on display at SEC-T 
in Stockholm on September 19-20. 
 
A data diode prevents intrusion and maintains the integrity of the network while preventing 
information leaks and maintaining the confidentiality of the network. The high assurance 
solution protects assets for companies within businesses such as critical infrastructure and the 
defense industry. 

Advenica already offers two different models of data diodes. These existing models have 
national approvals in several countries and in Sweden, Advenica also has component 
assurance approval at level N3. 
Now the family is expanded with additional products, based on the same high-assurance 
technology with optical separation. The new products have the same high performance as 
Advenica's other data diodes with the great advantage of being significantly more compact. 
This makes them easier to place and, combined with the lower price, it makes them more 
accessible to more customers. 
The new product comes in two models - one aimed at IT environments and one with a clear 
focus on SCADA environments. 

One of the new products will be available at SEC-T in Stockholm on September 19-20. More 
information about the products will soon be available on Advenica's website. 
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This is an important launch for us with fantastic products that 
make the technology of data diodes more accessible to more 
customers. Protecting their valuable information and being able 
to exchange data securely is something that every organisation 
that works with sensitive information needs. The new products 
show that Advenica is a leading player when it comes to high-
assurance solutions for customers with high information security 
requirements. 
                                   
                               Marie Bengtsson, acting CEO, Advenica AB  

 

For further information, please contact: 
Marie Bengtsson, acting CEO Advenica AB, +46 (0) 703 860 032 
marie.bengtsson@advenica.com 

The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set 
out above, at 14.50 CET on September 18, 2019. 

About Advenica 
Advenica provides expertise and world-class high assurance cybersecurity solutions for critical 
data in motion up to Top Secret classification. We enable countries, authorities and companies 
to raise information security and digitalise responsibly. Founded in 1993, we are EU approved 
to the highest level of security. Our unique products are designed, developed and 
manufactured in Sweden. Read more at www.advenica.com 

Advenica AB is a publicly traded company listed on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth 
Market with the name ADVE. Certified Adviser is Erik Penser Bankaktiebolag, phone +46-8-
463 83 00 www.penser.se, email: certifiedadviser@penser.se 
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